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ABSTRACT
The quadrupolar coupling constant of As 75 in the paraelectric
phase of NH^H^AsO^, and its deuterated analog, ND^D^AsO^, have been
experimentally determined at various temperatures. The results are
inconsistent with those predicted by the Slater theory, but can be
qualitatively predicted from the "pure" lattice vibration model when
corrections due to lattice constraints and proton-lattice interaction
are included.

Semi quantitative models to fit the data are derived.

Earlier investigations indicate that certain members of the
KHgPO^ group undergo transitions at high temperatures which are not of
a ferroelectric or antiferroelectric nature.

We have investigated

KHgPO^, KDgPO^, CsHgAsO^, RbH AsO^, RbH^PO^, and NH^PO^.

Our results,

although not conclusive, seem to indicate that only two compounds
definitely undergo high temperature transitions

RbHgPO^ and KDgPO^.

In each case, this transition is very likely from a tetragonal to a
monoclinic crystal form.

John Y. Nicholson, III
Department of Physics
The College of William and Mary in Virginia

I . Introduction
A crystal is said to be ferroelectric if it possesses a
permanent electric polarization which can be reversed by an electric
field.

The net macroscopic polarization exhibits hysteresis properties

under such reversals.

A ferroelectric crystal contains regions of

homogeneous polarization, called domains, which are alike except for
their polarization directions.
In most ferroelectrics, at a certain temperature, termed the
Curie temperature, a phase transition occurs from a non-polar, paraelectric phase to the polar, ferroelectric state mentioned above.

The

resulting polarization is referred to as the spontaneous polarization,
and this polar phase usually occurs at the lower temperature.

In the

non-polar phase, the dielectric susceptibility exhibits a Curie-Weiss
law dependence.
Certain other crystals may, at a characteristic temperature,
exhibit transitions to a domain structured phase in which each domain
possesses no net electric dipole moment.

Quite often, the lattice of a

domain consists of two equivalent sublattices with equal but opposite
polarizations.

The name antiferroelectric is applied to these crystals.

Since the antiferroelectric phase possesses no net polarization, experi
mental verification of an antiferroelectric transition is difficult.
Thermodynamic evidence alone will not suffice, and a comprehensive
structural analysis is necessary.

2

There are many types of ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics.
Some compounds exhibit transitions from one to the other.

In many

cases, ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics exist as isomorphs, such
as the KHgPO^ group.

The members of this group along with their

transition temperatures are compiled in Table I.

TABLE I1
Transition Temperature Tq
(Hydrogen)

(Deuterium)

th

mD
To

Substance

K

K

K

k h 2p °h

123

223

100

o

KHgAsO^

95.6

0 - th0

td

162.0

66.4

RbH2P0u

lhj

218

71

RbHgAsO^

109.9

177.8

67.9

CsH2As O^

11*3.3

212.4

69.I

NH^PO^

148

242

94

NH^AsO^

215.8

304

88.2

(Ferroelectrics)

(Antiferroelectrics)

Although these compounds are relatively simple and a great
deal of study has been performed on them, the exact nature of their
ferroelectric and antiferroelectric transitions has not yet been
precisely determined.

Our studies will be restricted to this group, especially to
the antiferroelectric NH^HgAsO^ and its deuterated analog, ND^D^AsO^.
It is hoped that investigation of the Arsenic quadrupole coupling in
these compounds will shed new light on their transitions.

First of

all, a short summary of the properties of the KHgPO^ group is given.
Later, in the second chapter, the more important transition theories,
along with experimental evidence, will be presented.

Chapter III

contains our experimental results for M^HgAsO^ and ND^DgAsO^ along
with interpretation of these results.
All members of the group (ferroelectrics and antiferroelec
trics) exhibit a similar anomalous behavior in their specific heats at
their transition points.

2

Figure la (after Stephenson and Hooley ) shows

the specific heat of KHgPO^ at constant pressure.

KHgPO^ and KDgPO^

3

possess the same transition entropy , but the deuterated compound has
a much higher transition temperature.

This fact, plus the size of the

transition entropy, indicate that the transition is probably of the
order-disorder type.

This conclusion can also be drawn for the anti

ferroelectrics .
As would be expected, the ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics
show marked differences in their dielectric constants.

Figure lb (after

4\
/_
\
Busch ) shows the dielectric constants along the c and a axes (e and e )
C

of KHgPO^, measured at 800 cps with a signal of 200 volts/cm.

3.

Below the

transition temperature the dielectric constant falls off sharply, but
not discontinuously. As the temperature drops below the Curie point,
the ferroelectrics also exhibit a rapid but continuous gain in spon4 5 6
taneous polarization, as can be seen in Figure 2a * ’ . Thus the

Figure 1
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ferroelectrics are said to exhibit a lambda type transition, somewhere
between first and second order.
Figure 2b shows the dielectric constants of antiferroelectric
WD^DgPO^

7

. A very abrupt drop in the dielectric constant appears at

the transition point.

No spontaneous polarization Can be measured.

This transition can be considered a true first order transition.
8
9
Nagamiya analyzed Mason's work on NH^H^PO^ and concluded that the
temperature dependence of the dielectric susceptibilities x3/ an<l XC i-n
the paraelectric phase can be represented by the Curie-Weiss law with
negative Curie temperatures.

For a mechanically free crystal, Nagamiya

writes

xa =

>

and
2lb
Xc = .48 + ^ ^ 27)' 5 where T is in K.

Therefore, NH^H^PO^ behaves as if it would undergo a ferro
electric transition at a negative temperature, but an antiferroelectric
transition occurs at a higher temperature.
Crystal Structure
1.

Ferroelectrics

The first structural determination of any member of the KHgPO^
group was West's x-ray analysis of the non-polar phase of KHgPO^
Figure 3a displays the structure.

It consists of alternating potassium

and phosphate ions along the c axis.

The hydrogens lie between oxygens

7

Figure 3
(a)
(b)

Structure of KH^PO^
system looking down the tetragonal axis in Fhd2
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in two adjacent phosphate groups and serve to bond the two together.
Note that the top oxygen of a phosphate group is always hydrogen bonded
to the bottom oxygen of another phosphate group, and vice versa.

If we

consider ab planes which intersect phosphorus atoms, we see that there
are four sets of planes that produce different c axis projections.

As

we move along the c axis in either direction, any given c axis projec
tion will repeat every four planes, so that connecting phosphate groups
form spirals in the c direction.
group

12

West's unit cell for KH^PO^ is space

—

- I^2d (tetragonal) with four "molecules" per unit cell.

Because of the spontaneous shear that is produced in the ferroelectric
state, it is advantageous to use an orthorhombic unit cell whose a and
b axes become the diagonals of West's ab plane.

Our new unit cell with

eight "molecules" stays rectangular in the ferroelectric state.
12

space group becomes D
phase, and

Our

- FUd2 (tetragonal) in the non-polar paraelectric

- Fdd (orthorhombic) in the ferroelectric phase.

Later more extensive x-ray examination of KI^PO^ was carried
out by Frazer and Pepinsky"^.

Also, excellent neutron diffraction work

12 13 1^ 15
has been performed * ’ ’

Figure 3b is from Frazer and Pepinsky

and shows the H^PO^ system as a c axis projection.

The fractions

indicate the position of the PO^ groups along the c axis.
The neutron diffraction analyses have the advantage of deter
mining the proton positions.

In the ferroelectric phase the protons

are locked into position following the arrangement suggested by Slater

16

In any given domain, protons take positions with all slightly nearer
upper oxygens or with all slightly nearer lower oxygens.

This ordering

presumably produces a shift in the positions of the potassium, phos
phorus, and oxygen atoms.

X-ray diffraction data"^ have shown that

these three atoms are shifted along the c axis in the ferroelectric
phase, and that these shifts can adequately account for the saturation
polarization, which is the maximum spontaneous polarization which occurs
at 0 K.

Indeed, we would not expect the proton positions to directly

affect the saturation polarization to a large extent, since the hydrogen
bond is almost perpendicular to the c axis.
In the unpolarized, paraelectric phase, the neutron analysis
shows a blur for the proton position.

This indicates that the hydrogens

are either (l) statistically distributed over two equilibrium positions
off-center on the bond, or (2 ) are undergoing some type of rapid oscil
lation between these two positions. The Slater theory agrees with the
first interpretation; the "dynamic" theories are in accord with the
second idea.

Both of these theories will be examined in Chapter II.
2.

Antiferroelectrics

Keeling and Pepmsky 17 have performed very good x-ray work on
NH^H^PO^ in both phases.

After this, a neutron diffraction analysis

was done, but only in the paraelectric phase.

18

The fragmentation which

occurs with the antiferroelectric transition rules out examination of
the antiferroelectric phase by this method.

This neutron work added

slight corrections to the x-ray work and measured the proton positions.
In the paraelectric phase NH^HgPO^ is space group
(tetragonal) with four molecules per unit cell.

12

- Il+2d

Its cell dimensions

10

are listed below along with those of paraelectric KH^PO^.

For KH^PO^,

West's measurements are used, since he considered KH^PO^ in the same
space group.

a=b

c

NHjHgPO^

7-50 A

7.58 A- •

KHgPO^

7.^3 A

6.9b A

The c axis projection of the P0^ group in WH^H^PO^ is very
similar to that of KH^PO^.

In fact the structure is the same if the

potassium ion is replaced by an ammonium ion and distances are adjusted.
In NH^HgPO^, the hydrogen bonds slope upwards from the top oxygen of one
P0^ group to the bottom oxygen of another at a 3° angle.

In KH^PO^,

these bonds slope downward at a .5° angle. This explains the lesser
distance on the c axis for the unit cell of KHgPO^.

The ammonium protons

in NH^H^PO^ also form hydrogen bonds to the nearest four oxygens.
The neutron analysis showed a blur for the remaining hydrogens
which connect the P0^ groups, and we can draw the same conclusions as
we did for KH^PO^ in the paraelectric state.
In the antiferroelectric phase, WH^HgPO^ is space group
Dg - P2^2^2^ (orthorhombic).

The c axis contracts .06 A and the a axes

increase by different amounts, .02 A and .0U A, to become the a and b
axes respectively.
distorted.

The phosphate and ammonium ions become rather

As the crystal passes through the transition, simultaneous

but uncorrelated nucleation of domains takes place.'*' The resulting
antiferroelectric phase therefore consists of a mixture of domains, each

with no net polarization, and each with its a and b axes pointing along
either of the former tetragonal a axes. The fragmentation of the
crystal is produced by the strain at domain interfaces.
Before the x-ray work of Keeling and Pepinsky was performed,
g
Nagamiya theorized a proton ordering in the antiferroelectric phase.
This ordering, diagrammed in Figure Ua would produce an electric dipole
arrangement similar to that in Figure Ub.

As can easily be seen, the

net effect of this arrangement is to produce adjacent be planes with
opposite polarization, cancelling one another.

We can, of course, also

have a proton ordering such as to produce cancelling b'c planes which
are perpendicular to those produced by the arrangement in Figure k.

The

b' is used simply to denote that the b axis will now be perpendicular
to that in Figure h.

This alternative arrangement would be demonstrated

by a 90° rotation of Figure ^a in the plane of the paper.
The x-ray analysis of Keeling and Pepinsky could not give
the positions of the protons in the antiferroelectric phase, but the
positions of the phosphorus and nitrogen atoms do suggest a similar
configuration to Nagamiya's.
analyses

Recently, however, deuterium quadrupole

19 20
’ have verified his ordering scheme.

High Temperature Transitions
Certain members of the KH2P0^ group have been found to under
go additional transitions at high temperatures which are not of a
ferroelectric or antiferroelectric nature.

Since a limited amount of

research has been done on these transitions and their nature is not
completely understood, it was decided to use nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) to investigate them.

Chapter IV will present short summaries

of previous work on the transitions, our results, and conclusions.

Figure k
(a)

c-axis projection of Nagamiya's antiferroelectric
proton ordering

(b)

Resulting electric dipole arrangement

DI POL E S

Figure 5
(a)

c-axis projection of alternate proton ordering

(b)

Resulting electric dipole arrangement

DIPOLES

II. Theories and Experimental Evidence Regarding
the Ferroelectric Transition
Various theories have been proposed for the ferroelectric
transition.

Some of these are offered to explain experimental data,

and some simply to demonstrate that a particular model will predict a
transition.

It is convenient to group these theories under two headings:

(l) the Slater and related theories, and (2) "dynamic" theories.

Although

this choice is somewhat arbitrary, it does roughly group the different
theories chronologically and with respect to their approach— static
versus dynamic models.
The differences between certain of the theories are somewhat
subtle.

There are also questionsregarding the reliability and inter

pretation of experimental evidence, especially that given by infrared
(IR) and neutron analysis.

It is probably impossible to predict which,

if any, of the models is correct.

However the present consensus is that

a true model must take into account the motion of the protons in the
paraelectric phase.

Therefore we might expect some of the "dynamic"

theories to give a more complete picture ofthe ferroelectric transition
than the earlier static theories.
Also, it must be remembered that the following theories were
developed mainly with the ferroelectric transition in mind, and they
will not necessarily be applicable to the antiferroelectric transition.

15

In Chapter III our experimental evidence for the antiferroelectrics
will be presented and compared to some of these theories, and to modi
fications of them.
The Slater and Related Theories
The reasoning behind the earlier attempts at transition
theories can be best described by the following quote from Devonshire

21

"Since most ferroelectrics are spontaneously polarized at low
temperatures and not at high there is presumably a balance between the
forces that tend to produce an ordered array of dipoles, and thermal
motion, which tends to destroy this ordered array.
that tend to order the dipoles are of two kinds:

Now the forces
first there is always

the electrostatic force between the dipoles, which is a long range
force and may depend on the shape of the body; second there may be
short range forces that are not of dipolar origin, but still tend to
produce a dipolar array.

It should be noted that either type of force

can produce an ordered array of dipoles that are not parallel but
arranged in such a way that the net polarization is zero, that is to
say an antiferroelectric state."
One of the earliest and best known theories is that of J. C.
l6
Slater . He considered only short range ordering or "correlation"
forces, and no long range dipolar forces.

Despite the simplicity of

this theory, it explains some of the properties of ferroelectrics with
considerable accuracy.
Slater considered KH2P0^ to consist of PO^ groups with two
hydrogens close to each PO^ group.

Even in the paraelectric phase

all hydrogens remain fixed and do not vibrate back and forth between
adjacent oxygens.

There will be three different types of

present as illustrated in Figure 6.

groups

The relative populations of the

groups are determined by a Boltzmann distribution, and Slater shows
that one can write
A/NkT = -ln(l/2 + exp(-e/kT)) - xyEkT + x2(exp(-e/kT)- 1/2)
+

. . . ,

where A is the Helmholtz free energy, x = v+ - V

(v

and V

are the

fractions of HgPO^ groups polarized along the +c and -c axes respec
tively), y is the dipole moment of a group along the +c axis, and E is
the applied electric field.

If one defines 0 by e = k01n2 and plots

A/Nk0 versus x for different values of T, but zero applied field, a
set of curves similar to those shown in Figure Ja is obtained.
equilibrium, A must take on the lowest value.

For

As can be seen from this

figure, therefore, for T > 0, x = 0, and no net polarization will result.
However for T < 0, x will become either -1 or +1, and a net polarization
will result along either the -c or the +c axis.

The transition tempera

ture, T , is therefore equal to 0, and £ = kTcln2.
Slater's theory also predicts that in the paraelectric phase,
the susceptibility
2
_ My
1
Xo
kln2 T-0 *

which agrees with experimental results.

This theory predicts a first

order transition with an abrupt change of polarization for the ferro
electric transition in KHgPO^'.

One actually observes a "lambda" type

Figure 6
groups as suggested by Slater

POLARIZATION POINTED ALONG
+ C AXIS
ENERGY = 0

i

H

POLARIZATION POINTED ALONG
- C AXIS
ENERGY = 0

i

H

i

- H-

-H-

ALL FOUR WITH POLARIZATIONS PERPENDICULAR TO
THE C AXIS AND WITH ENERGY = e

Figure 7
Ank/0 versus x for different values of T
Calculated dielectric constant of NH^H^PO^

CD
C

0

.1

2
-I

(a)

A / nk0

vs.

100

200

x

30

10“

( b)

CALCULATED

soo

0c

400

soo
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transition, somewhere between first and second order, and a spontaneous
polarization curve su .h as that shown in Figure 2a, which is not abrupt.
Takagi 22 considered a modification of Slater’s theory in which
P0^ groups with 1 and with 3 close hydrogens are also considered.

These

groups are assigned a comparatively higher energy and therefore have a
lower population than the Slater groups, but their inclusion produces a
spontaneous polarization curve that matches the experimental one very
well.
Devonshire

21

, in a classical thermodynamical treatment, con

sidered a case that might be considered applicable to KH^PO^:
with two positions of equilibrium.

dipoles

This would correspond to a double

minimum potential well for the hydrogen between its two adjacent oxygens.
Equations are derived for the prediction of (l) the Curie temperature,
(2) the saturation polarization at temperatures below the Curie tem
perature, and (3) the susceptibility above it.

However, in this case,

only long range electrostatic interactions are included, and correlations
between the positions of neighboring atoms is neglected.

Thus this

treatment, like Slater's theory, does not consider both.types of order
ing forces, and is questionable.

It produces an estimate of the Curie

temperature which is too high and predicts transitions which are not
as sharp as found experimentally.

It does, however, predict the Curie

law form for the susceptibility in the paraelectric phase, which is ex
perimentally verified.
The Slater-Takagi model has been extended by also considering
long range polarization forces

23 2k
’ . These modifications gave improved

fits to the spontaneous curves for KH^PO^ and KDgPO^.

Also, in the
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case of KDgPO^, the value for the predicted Curie constant seems to he
satisfactory considering the limitations of the model and uncertainty
of some of the experimental data.
Despite its success with ferroelectrics, the Slater theory does
not predict an antiferroelectric transition.

Using the Slater-Takagi

2b
theory, Senko
has been able to fit the paraelectric portion of the
dielectric curve for NH^H^PO^, but does not predict a transition with
the dielectric constant dropping to near zero at the transition point.
His theoretical curve can be seen in Figure 7b.
The "Dynamic" Theories
1.

Pirenne's Square Well Model

Substitution of deuterium for hydrogen in KH^PO^ produces a
large shift in the ferroelectric transition point.
122 K in KH^PO^, is raised to 213 K for KDgPO^.

This temperature,

This itself suggests

that the hydrogens play an important role in the transition.
25
Pirenne
attempted to explain this isotope effect quantum
mechanically by assuming that the protons are free to move in an offcenter one-dimensional square well that includes the electric fields
due to the displacement and polarization of the various ions.

Since

deuterium would have lower vibrational levels than hydrogen, the
deuterated compound would have a higher Curie temperature.
protonic vibrational levels derived from IR measurements
accord with those predicted by Pirenne.
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However,
are not in

2.
Blinc

Blinc's Double Potential Well

26 27
’ has suggested a

modelin which the protons

undergo

a tunneling motion between the two minima of a double potential well.
The one dimensional Hamiltonian
*2 .2
H = " 2^ d2l + V

is used where V =

= (l/2)k^(x+d)2 for -00 < x < b, and V =

(l/2)k,_,(x-d)2 + B for b < x < 00 with b = B/2d.
between

the two minima, and k = k^ =

for

2d is the distance

is a force constant.

Wave functions are assumed to be
and ip°, where

=

a linear combination of

and ip° are normalized solutions of the wave equation

and V^ considered separately.

By use of the Variation Principle

H11 - E

H12 - ES

H 21 - ES

H 22 - E

= 0 ,

,00

where

H22 - j f— CO

.C O

and S = S

- S

- I

6 - H12 = H21 “ j f— CO

ip°ip°<±K.

J — CO

The above determinant may be solved, but is somewhat compli
cated. ..However, in Blinc's model, the two minima of the potential are
considered symmetric (to have equal depths), so that B = 0.

Also, if

the potential barrier is high and we are considering only low energy
wave functions, S = 0 is a good approximation, and H ^ = E°, H ^ =
where E° and E° are the energy levels of the unperturbed harmonic oscil
lators resulting from a single potential well.
then becomes

The secular determinant
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E° - E
= 0
E° - E

which gives E+ = E ± 1/2 (i+32 + C2 )"5 where E = 1/2 (E° + E°) and
C = En - E„.

The conditions k = kn = k0 and B = 0 make En = E^, so

that C = 0, and E+ = E^ ± (3.
Further treatment following Devonshire shows that the ferro
electric transition will result only if the dipole-dipole interactions
expressed as frequencies are greater than the tunneling frequency on
the lowest vibrational level.
The potential well minima have equal depths in the paraelectric
phase but become unsymmetrical, due to dipole-dipole interactions, in
the ferroelectric phase.

Thus, in this model, Blinc assumes the ferro

electric transition to be the result of a deformation of the protonic
distribution due to the electrostatic interactions.
Among other things, this model explains:
(1) the hydrogen isotope effect on T ,
(2) the sharper rise of the spontaneous polarization for deuterated
than for hydrogen compounds as the temperature drops below T ,
(3) the larger value of the spontaneous polarization at absolute zero
for deuterated than for hydrogen compounds, and
(2j) the appearance of two Vq H bands (i.e. stretching modes of vibra
tion for the 0-H bond) in the observed IR and Raman spectra, with the
splitting being smaller in the Raman than in the IR.
The last of these may be explained by the following:

In Blinc's model,

2k

the ground state and the first excited state are each split into two
levels by the double minimum potential, and one may envision four possi
ble transitions from either member of the first excited doublet to
either member of the ground state doublet.

Selection rules restrict

two of these transitions to the Raman, and two to IR, with the splitting
between the two in the Raman being smaller than those in the IR.
Infrared spectra of KH^PO^, KHgAsO^, NH^H^PO^, NH^H^AsO^, and
their deuterated analogs, along with other compounds, yield 2v^„ bands
Un

in the 1800-2800 cm ^ region, 200-400 cm ^ apart.

Blinc interprets these

data in terms of his theory.
3.

The Fluctuating Double Minimum Potential Model

The closely related fluctuating double minimum potential model
has been proposed by Imry, Pelah, and Wiener

28

. In this model, at

temperatures above Tc , the hydrogens undergo tunneling in a slightly
asymmetric double minimum potential well.

The authors also suppose

that the asymmetries, caused by the interaction between different
hydrogens, fluctuate slowly as a result of the collective motion of
the hydrogens.
They observe, in both IR and neutron inelastic scattering, a
broad, low energy (around 4-00 cm

protonic level in paraelectric

KHgPO^ and interpret this in terms of their theory.

The nature of

pronounced changes in the IR spectra in the 400 cm ^ range which occur
upon cooling through the transition point suggests the disappearance
of the tunneling mode.
The authors also give reasons for questioning Blinc's
experimental interpretations. Blinc observed only small shifts in the

25
2400-2800 cm ^ region when KH^PO^ and KD^PO^ passed through the transi
tion point.

Frequency shifts in the 2400-2800 cm ^ region upon

deuteration are slight, and thus questions are raised regarding Blinc's
assignments of doublets in this region as hydrogen stretching modes.
The NMR experiments of Schmidt and Uehling

29

indicate that

the asymmetry of the potential wells changes its sign with a frequency
of 10"*""*" - lO1^ sec ■*". This frequency is much lower than the typical
frequency of the protonic motion in the instantaneous well, and one
may treat the problem adiabatically for the motion of an isolated proton.
The observed breadth of the low energy protonic level would be partially
due to the variation of energy levels as the shape of the double minimum
well changes in time.

The level would also be broadened by the inter

action of the protonic motion with other vibrations, such as those of
the P0^ group.
Below the Curie point, the shape of the well becomes so
asymmetric that each proton will be restricted to one side, and both
the tunneling and the slow correlated motion of the minima would cease.
4.

Kobayashi's Model

The large displacements of the potassium and phosphorus ions,
accompanying protonic order-disorder transitions

11 12

*

in KH^PO^ type

crystals indicate that the proton system is strongly coupled with the
K-POj^ system along the c-axis.
Recently a model has been proposed by Kobayashi

30

in which the

proton tunneling mode is assumed to couple strongly with the optical
mode of K-P0^ lattice vibration along the c-axis, and the frequency

26

of one of the coupled modes goes to zero as the Curie temperature is
approached.

Below the Curie point, this mode freezes out, which pro

duces a large spontaneous polarization along the c-axis.

This model

resembles one proposed by Cochran31 . Kobayashi demonstrates that this
proposal can be justified theoretically by a dynamical treatment of
the proton-lattice interactions.

For a ferroelectric in the paraelectric
j,
phase, he shows that the frequency should be proportional to (T-Tc)2.
It is interesting to note that the same frequency dependence
is predicted in the ferroelectric "soft" mode
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of displacive type ferro•-•hi*,

electrics such as BaTiO^ and SrTiO^-

In these, however, it is the

anharmonic terms in the lattice vibrations which force the frequency of
the transverse optical lattice vibration to zero.

In Kobayashi's theory

for KH^PO^ type ferroelectrics, it is the proton ordering in the double
potential well that causes the frequency of the coupled mode to go to
zero.
The recent IR work by Wiener, Levin, and Pelah33 is m accord
28
with the fluctuating double minimum potential model , but it does

point out the possibility of strong coupling between certain PO^ modes
and the soft longitudinal hydrogen modes.

The similarity in the be-

havior of the IR spectra of KH^PO^ and the antiferroelectric NH^iyPC)^

3^

indicates that the same mechanism of hydrogen dynamics is also respon
sible for the antiferroelectric phase transition in NH^H^PO^.

Recent

neutron diffraction experiments on antiferroelectric WD^DgPO^ 35 indicate
2
a mode with co ~(T-T ). However, in this case, T = 195 K, but the
o
o
actual transition temperature of the partially deuterated crystal was
23^ K.

The results of this work are also in accord with the scheme

proposed by Nagamiya

for ordering of antiferroelectrics in the low

temperature phase.
5.

The Single Oscillator Model

Far IR measurements

36 37
’ have shown the presence of a tempera

ture dependent, low frequency polar mode in KH^PO^ but were unable to
predict a quantitative measurement of frequency versus temperature.
Recently Kaminow and Damen
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have seen a heavily damped low frequency

band at about 50 cm ^ at a temperature of 300 K in the Raman scattering
from KHgPO^.

They interpret this to be a ferroelectric soft mode with

a temperature dependence given by u) ~(T-Tc)/T.

(A soft mode simply

implies that as the temperature approaches the transition temperature,
the effective spring constant diminishes, and thus also the vibration
frequency.)

The observed Raman spectral density J(w) for constant

incident intensity at various temperatures can be fitted by assuming
the soft mode to be a simple damped harmonic oscillator with damping
independent of T.

Spin-lattice relaxation work by Blinc and Zumer
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is consistent with the same frequency dependence, but shows that the
damping diminishes in the vicinity of the Curie temperature.

However,

neither of these two experiments is conclusive enough to definitely rule
out Kobayashi's model and his frequency prediction (co ~(T-Tc)).

Hope

fully, more precise studies in IR, Raman, and neutron diffraction in
the future will be able to shed further light on this point.
Experimental Use of the As 75 Quadrupole Interaction
At least one other convenient method exists for observation
of vibrations in the paraelectric phase; this is the use of quadrupole
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interactions.

In this section, an experiment will he discussed in which

the quadrupole moment of the As 75 nuclei m

the various ferroelectric

and antiferroelectric arsenates can he utilized in this manner.

Since

this method senses the motion of the arsenic nuclei, and not that of
the protons, we might reasonably expect to determine more ahout the
lattice vibrations, and perhaps some measure of the extent of the protonlattice coupling.

Also, assuming that some proton-lattice coupling does

exist, we should have an extra test for the various transition theories.
If a crystal contains atoms whose nuclei possess a quadrupole
moment, there will he an interaction with an electric field gradient
present at such a nucleus.

This interaction will in turn shift the nuc

lear magnetic resonance frequency.

By observing this frequency shift,

one can therefore measure this interaction and the average electric field
gradient present at the nuclear site.

This has been done by Blinc and

Bjorkstam1+0 for As 75 m KHgAsO^, RbHgAsO^, and RbD^AsO^.
models by fitting their data to each.

They test two

These are (l) a "pure" lattice

vibration and (2) the Slater model.
First, supposing that the "ferroelectric mode" which modulates
the electric field gradient is a "pure" lattice vibration, they expand
the components of the field gradient in powers of the normal coordinate
of the ferroelectric mode, £(t),

V. = A. . + B. X + C. X 2 + •
ij
ij
ij
ij

Since A is zero for a perfect tetrahedron and the time average of £
disappears for T > Tc,
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< vij>t = cij< 5 2 > t •

(II-1)

A simple point charge rigid tetrahedroncalculation shows
that
2
h
Vzz = a5 + bC ,

where a = h are constants.

Higher order terms introduced by distortion

of the tetrahedron and the contributions from the rest of the lattice
will be small.

Thus one may safely neglect all but the quadratic terms.
lt-1
Des Cloizeaux
has shown that one may apply the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem to the dielectric response of the lattice in order
to find the temperature dependence of < £ ) t ■

£ion,z(0) ~ kT ^

where e.
is
ion,z(0;

(II-2)

the ionic contribution tothestaticdielectric con-

stant in the direction of the ferroelectric axis.
Two questions arise immediately from the application of this
result:

(l) do fluctuations normal to the c axis affect £c, and (2) do

such fluctuations affect (.V / .? In the case of the ferroelectrics,
' zz' t
only the "ferroelectric mode" behaves anomalously, and no problem arises,
Strong fluctuations in the plane perpendicular to the c axis, however,
can affect both of these quantities. Thus one should be cautious in
applying this formalism to the case of the antiferroelectrics.

The quadrupolar interaction can be measured in terms of the quadrupole
frequency,

Q

where

=

3eQVhk
2I(2I-I)h

is the largest component of the diagonalized electric, field

gradient tensor.

For As 75 , I = 3/2 and

vQ = eQV^/2h.

(II-3)

As shown in Chapter I, for a ferroelectric, the dielectric constant
along the c axis obeys the Curie-Weiss law and one may write

constant
ion,z(0) = T'-'T
>
c

/TT. > s
(IIJ,)

where T is the ferroelectric Curie temperature where e.
c
*
xon,z(0)
One then obtains
VQ = KT/(T-Tc).

(II-5)

In order to apply the Slater model, the time average of an electric
field gradient is replaced by an ensemble average:

<v., >
j

6
= y

s v

m^l

,

(n-6)

m 1J

where the 6 *s are Boltzmann weighting factors for the six Slater
m
r(m).
HpAsO. groups (see Figure 6) and the V.. 's are corresponding electric
'

XJ

field gradient tensor components.

After inserting the Boltzmann weight

ing factors, one obtains

/v
'

\

V ? \ + V2 .

(V 3

=_________________

i j / 1

+ V?. + V?. + V ^ , ) e x p ( - e / k T )

2 + ^ e x p (-e /k T )

U ___ U ___ ij

V

2 + it - e x p ( - e / k T )

If (
.) . is defined to be the time average of the electric field
' iJ t
gradients due to the ferroelectric configurations, i.e.

( V1 . ) , = 1 / 2 ( V ^ . + V ? . ) ,

\ ij ' t
and

y

'to

xj

ij'*

"the time average of the electric field gradients due

to the antiferroelectric configurations, i.e.

( V° . \ . = 1 /M V ? . +

N ij/t

ij

. + V? . + V? . ) ;

ij

ij

xj

one then obtains

' ij ' t

l+2exp(-e/kT)
<vj >

exp(e/kT)

exp(e/kT)+2

l+2exp(-e/kT)
2<V?>
exp(e/kT)+2 ‘

v

1y

One may also write
_ «,(«/»,)< f o t + 2 < v ° ) t
\ Q't
exp(e/kT)+2

where ^ v q ) t anci-

’

(H-°)

are the average quadrupole frequency caused

by the ferroelectric and the antiferroelectric arrangements respectively.

If one considers an antiferroelectric material, the antiferroelectric arrangements of Figure 6 would have lower energy than the
ferroelectric arrangements.

Denoting the absolute value of the energy

difference as e, the equation for an antiferroelectric would then become

e*p(-£A T ) ( ^ ) t + 2 <v°)t
N Q't

exp(-e/kT)+2

U

9)

For a ferroelectric not too far above its Curie temperature,
the vibrations along the ferroelectric c axis are much larger than those
perpendicualr to it. Therefore

'
' t
t

' l .i ij

\' i .i ji

t

and one can neglect the effect of the antiferroelectric arrangements.
Equation (II-8) becomes
exp(e/kT)<
( VQ ) t =

exp(e/kT)+2

Since e = kT ln2,
c

( W ^ t K = Tc ~ l / 2 ^ VQ^t 9
and
/
\
\ VQ ' t

2eocp(e/kT)( < vQ > J T = T„
exp(e/kT)+2

or

[2 ( < ve>t)i -

- < vQ>t]/2< v«>t -

(11-10)
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If one expands this in powers of e/kT up to first order terms,

3(T - .U5T ) ’
c

(H-ll)

which we compare to the "pure" lattice vibration result, equation (II-5).
Blinc and Bjorkstam gave plots of
KH^AsO^, RbHgAsO^, and RbD^AsO^.

versus (T - Tq) for

The experimental points fitted the

Slater model (equation (Il-ll)) much better than the "pure" lattice
vibration model (equation (II-5)).
Since most evidence seems to definitely be in favor of motion
of the hydrogens in the paraelectric phase, it is strange that the Slater
theory should predict the results so well, and the "pure" lattice vi
bration model does not.

The apparent success of the Slater model cannot

be explained here, but some support of a dynamic model can be given.
First of all, the "pure" lattice vibration model does not
contain any effect due to proton-lattice interaction.

Second, as the

transition point is approached, one would expect the vibrations of the
As75 atoms would not grow infinitely large as predicted by
< V Q > t ~ T / ( T - T c),

but would experience some damping effect.

In short, one would expect

the "pure" lattice vibration model to predict the correct shaped curve,
but not to be exact, especially in the temperature region near Tc<
does fit these requirements.

It

III.

As

75

Resonance in NH, H^AsOi and ND, D^AsO,
k 2
k
2+2
4

Since we had seen no published results on the quadrupolar
interaction as a function of temperature for the antiferroelectrics,
it was decided to study this for As75 in RH^HgAsO^ and ND^DgAsO^ if
the crystals could be grown.

This should at least provide an extra test

for the Slater theory, and hopefully would produce information about the
dynamics involved in the antiferroelectric transformation.
In the paraelectric phase of KHgAsO^, RbH^AsO^, and RbDgAsO^,
the interaction energy of the arsenic nuclear quadrupole with the
electric field gradient is less than the Zeeman energy and can be con
sidered as a perturbation upon it.

This is termed thehigh field case.

One would expect this to also be true for RH^H^AsO^ and RD^D^AsO^.
2
A very good treatment of this case is given by Cohen and Reif.
First an axis system, termed the principal axis system, is defined
such that the electric field gradient tensor becomes diagonal, i.e.
Vtj = 0 for i + J . Mext the x, y. and s axes in the principal axis

system are chosen such that |v I >
*
1 zz1 —

IV I > IV I.
1 yy1 — 1 xx1

It can be shown that

the charges inside the nucleus will not significantly affect the qua2
drupolar interaction, so that one may consider V V = 0 at the center of

the nucleus.

One can then define

It can easily be seen that 0 <_ r <_ 1.

The condition r| = 0 shows that

= Vyy and the field gradient is axially symmetric. Therefore r| is
termed the "asymmetry parameter" and gives the departure of the field
gradient from cylindrical symmetry.

For the case p = 0, Cohen and Reif

give
(m _ l/2)vn(3/2y
1 /oUl
= (m
-

m

h

- 1/2),

(ill-l)

and
*£2) = -(v^/l6vL )(a - 3/U)(l - U 2 )(9V2 - 1).

(III-2)

is the first order perturbation correction to the frequency
hV = E
- E ,
m
m-1
m
(2 )
Vj
is the second order perturbation correction to v1 ,

VQ = 3e2qQ/2l(2I - l)h,
Q is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment,
vr is the unperturbed Larmor frequency,
a = I(I + l), and
y = cos0.

(0 is the angle between the z axis and the direction of the

applied magnetic field.)
2
The quadrupolar coupling constant e qQ/h is quite often used
to denote the quadrupolar interaction energy.

In our case, for As 75 ,

I = 3/2, and the z axis is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field,
so that 0 = 90°, and equations (ill-l) and (III-2) become
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1 = 1/2(m - 1/2)e qQ/h,

(III-3)

and

u^2) =efc" <eV h ) 2.

(iii-i.)

L

In all of the ferroelectric and antiferroelectric arsenates mentioned
before, the arsenic quadrupole interaction is large enough so that
\>J2^ is of considerable size.
'z

Since V-,^ = 0, V*2^ will give an accurate
'z
-1

measurement of the quadrupolar coupling constant.Equation (III-4) can
be rewritten as
2

/ 6Uvt
-

^

( I

Hq and

-

,n s \ h
i

I

/ 64vt
=

( —

,
(V o b s . - V

•

<m

-5>

= .7292 MHz/Kilogauss for As^, so that

= .7292 Hq MHz , Hq in kilogauss.
Hq was accurately determined by calibration of the magnetic field with
a heavy water sample using an additional spectrometer.
during measurement of the arsenic signal.

This was done

The apparatus used for

observation of the arsenic signal, as well as the components necessary
for heating and cooling of the sample, are described in Chapter V.
Experimentation
1.

NH^HgAsO^

A quantity of commercial NH^H^AsO^ was obtained with which to
grow crystals-. -However, this was not necessary since the bottle con
tained some crystals that seemed large and perfect enough for experi
mentation.

A crystal was mounted with its c-axis perpendicular to
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the applied magnetic field and the arsenic resonance was easily observed.
A typical line is shown in Figure 8.

Rotation of the crystal about its

c-axis gave resonances with the same frequency shifts for all orientations, so that p = 0.

1*0
The same result was found by Blinc and Bjorkstam

for KHgAsO^, RbHgAsO^, and RbDgAsO^.
Lines were taken from 2l6 K (transition point) to 350 K.

A

plot of quadrupole coupling constant versus temperature is given in
Figure 9-

Compare this with Figure 18 for CsHgAsO^, the shape of which

is representative of KHgAsO^, RbH^AsO^, and RbD^AsO^.

The obvious

difference in these two figures would seem to indicate that fundamental
differences between ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics exist in the
motions of the arsenic atoms in the paraelectric phase.
Only after completing our work did we discover from communica
tion with Dr. J. L. Bjorkstam that he had already studied the arsenic
resonance in NH^H^AsO^. His publication
essentially agree with his.

1*3

shows that our results

|

In addition, he has extended the tempera

ture range up to about 200°C and states that the linear portion of the
curve (Figure 9) remains linear even in this range.
2.

NH^H^AsO^ Powder Resonance

Cohen and Reif1*2 show that even in powders for the case p = 0
a resonance can sometimes be seen.

The total normalized line shape,

g(v), caused by the second order shift of the \ -*■

transition averaged

over all possible crystal orientations (the powder average) exhibits two
singularities.

One might expect to observe a pattern similar to the

solid line in Figure 10.

For NH^H^AsO^,

= 8.75 MHz and A - .1*5 MHz

Figure 8

Typical As 75 line seen
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Figure 9
Experimental values of the quadrupole coupling
2
75
constant, e qQ/h versus T for As
in NH^H^AsO^
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at 12 kilogauss.

Therefore, at this field, two peaks about 1.25 MHz

apart would be predicted according to Figure 10.

For such a large

splitting one could not expect to see any of the line structure between the
two peaks, if indeed the peaks were observable at all.
A quantity of NH^HgAsO^ was finely ground and a large test
tube was partially filled in order to acquire as large a filling factor
as possible.

With slow field sweep and a large integrating time factor

on our lock-in amplifier, a very good curve (Figure 11) was obtained
which corresponds to the high frequency peak in Figure 10.
of several such curves gave e qQ/h = 9-^17 MHz.

An average

This compares very

favorably to an extrapolation of the crystal data to the same temperature
O
(30U.U K), e qQ/h = 9•^■10 MHz. The low frequency peak could be seen but
was much less intense.
3.

HD^DgAsO^

Deuterated ammonium arsenate, ND^D^AsO^, is the only member
of the KHgPO^ group of ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics that has
a transition above room temperature—

30U K.

Thus it should theoreti

cally be possible to grow this compound in both the paraelectric and the
antiferroelectric states.
A good single crystal grown in the antiferroelectric state
should have a definite advantage over a paraelectric crystal cooled
through its transition point.

When this antiferroelectric transition

occurs, the crystal fragments into many small interlocking pieces.
Although these pieces usually hold together, the fragmentation has to
date been sufficient to prevent determination of accurate dielectric

ill

Figure 10
Second order powder pattern for p = 0.

The total normalized

line shape, g(v) is given as a function of frequency.
Dashed curve is theoretical.
Solid curve includes dipolar broadening.
For As75, 1 = 3/2, and A = -gfa-

>r

k2

Figure 11
As 75 resonance for NH^H^AsO^ powder at the frequency V =

+ A
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constants or neutron diffraction analysis in the antiferroelectric
phase.
I4.J4
Bjorkstam
has tried to observe the arsenic resonance of
NH^HgAsO^ in the antiferroelectric state in order to calculate its field
gradient system, but has had no success.
this fragmentation.

He attributes his failure to

In the case of ferroelectrics such as KH^AsO^, the

fragmentation is not so severe and resonances can be seen.
Despite the advantages of a single crystal of ND^D^AsO^ grown
in the antiferroelectric state, no successful attempts have been reported.
Commercial crystal growers were willing to sell us partially deuterated
NH^H^AsO^ crystals (paraelectric at room temperature), but also have
not been able to grow fully deuterated crystals.
We decided to grow partially deuterated crystals ourselves,
and to attempt fully deuterated crystals. Crystals were grown with
approximately 30 and 60 percent deuterium content, but no As 75 resonance
was observable in either case.

These crystals were grown by evaporation,

during which time exchange of the D^O-H^O mixture and the water in the
air took place.

Thus, one might expect each successive layer grown on

the crystal to have a lower percentage of deuterium than the one before
it.

This resulting concentration gradient could smear out the resonance

over a broad range of frequencies, and render it unobservable.
Also it is probable that the various possibilities of number
and arrangement of protons and deuterons around each AsO^ group would
produce different resonance frequencies and thereby smear out the
As 75 resonance.

itit

Fully deuterated crystals were next grown in both the para
electric and the antiferroelectric states.
are given in Chapter V.

Details of the procedures

Once grown, the paraelectric crystal was very

difficult to handle since its temperature had to remain above 30it K
(31°C).

As found for NH^HgAsO^, r| = 0 for this compound.

Figure lit

gives experimental points for the quadrupole coupling constant versus
temperature for this compound, as well as a theoretical curve which is
derived later in this chapter.

Due to the high transition temperature,

the temperature range is limited, but the same general tendency which
NH^H,?AsO^ exhibited can be observed.
2
The NH^HgAsO^ data exhibit a slight drop in e qQ/h in the last
few degrees as its transition point is approached.

However, slight

line broadening and possible experimental error ruled this out as a
certainty.

In the ND^DgAsO^ data, it is calculated that these two fac

tors can account for only about one-half of the observed drop, so that
there is a definite decrease in the quadrupole coupling constant for
this compound.
Considerable time was spent in an attempt to determine the
field gradient system (principal axes and r)) for the antiferroelectric
ND^DgAsO^ crystals. Our first method was to search for the \ -* -Jg
transition with the Varian NMR probe and to interpret our results
1+5
according to the paper by Dean . He obtains the solutions:

E
= E (0 ) ± ^
m,±
m
2

I"a^cos^S
m

+(b^ + c^ + 2b c cos2<b)sin^0|,
' m m
m m
I’

(III-6)

where for spin 3/2

a3/2 = _1_2/p » ai/2 = -1+2/P’ b 3/2 = 1_1/P» bi/2 = 1+1/P»

2
^
C3/2 = n^P = -cl/2 * p = ^1+n /3)2’ and n = YH0 -

Despite numerous attempts at various orientations of the crystal, no
signal could be observed.
One contributing factor in our failure to see a line could be
strains introduced in the growth of the crystals.

The electric field

gradient tensors present at the different arsenic sites in the crystal
would then have slightly different components, and would produce
resonance at slightly different frequencies.

This, of course, would

have the effect of a line broadened beyond the dipolar broadening.

This

strain broadening would have a minimum when the resonance frequency
predicted by the energies (equation III-6) goes through a maximum or
minimum.

Thus one might expect that if the orientation of the crystal

were not perfect, so as to minimize the line width, the line would not
be seen.
A similar situation occurs in the observation of the arsenic
line for NH^HgAsO^ or ND^DgAsO^ in the paraelectric state.

If the

crystal deviates a few degrees from exactly 90° with respect to the
magnetic field, resonance cannot be observed.

Since the range of

frequencies predicted by equation (III-6) for antiferroelectric ND^DgAsO^
is much greater than those in the paraelectric state, one might rea
sonably expect the orientation of the antiferroelectric crystal to be
extremely critical.

If this is the case, the problem could very likely be sur
mounted by observing the 3/2 ■* 1/2 transition with a quadrupole spec
trometer, and splitting the line with a small magnetic field.

However,

we were unable to make our homemade spectrometer operate well enough to
detect the arsenic line.
Another interesting possibility is suggested by the pure
quadrupole resonance data of ND^DgAsO^ powder by Zhukov et_ al.

1+6

. In

the temperature range 77-196 K two apparently temperature independent
lines appear.

Perhaps one line is from small crystallites that formed

above the transition temperature and subsequently underwent transition
on cooling; the other line then might be from crystallites that formed
below the transition point.

In other words, the crystallites forming

below the transition point might have a different structure, perhaps
unorganized, as compared to those crystallites whose protons are
arranged as a result of lattice dynamics.

This speculation is also

supported by the fact that the two lines have different values of Tg at
77 K (15 ysec and 60 ysec).

If two structures do exist, they would have

different dipolar couplings and therefore different Tg's.

One might

expect different samples to have different amounts of crystals that
formed above and below the transition temperature and therefore differ
ent relative intensities for these two lines in different samples.
Unfortunately the authors give no information of this nature.

It would

be interesting to have a neutron diffraction analysis performed on one
of our crystals grown below the transition temperature, and resolve
this question.

Interpretation of Experimental Data
In our attempts to fit our data to theories, we first followed
kk
a suggestion by Bjorkstam . He claimed that the general temperature
v
VR
dependence of ( VQ ^t ^°r ^
NH^HgAsO^ cou-*-^
rePresented by
employing the Slater model, i.e. by using equation (II-9),

e-e/kT + 2

< VQ > t

He stated that (

) , the average quadrupolar frequency due to the
"t

antiferroelectric arrangements of protons, should be chosen to be greater
than (

^ ^, the average quadrupolar frequency due to the ferroelectric

arrangements.
quency

Figure 12 shows plots for the predicted quadrupolar fre

(vQ )t , for the cases ( v ° ) t = 5, ( ^ q ) t = 0, and for

(VQ ^t =

( VQ^t =

resPectively-

-*-n both of these cases,

e/k = 2001n2, which corresponds to Tc = 200 K.

Obviously the curves

to the right of 200 K (dotted line) are not shaped at all like those
for the two antiferroelectrics.
However, the { v q ^ ^ curves in the region near 0 K do suggest
a similar temperature dependence.

If for some unknown reason

e/k = ATcln2 (A > l) in the antiferroelectrics, this would have the
effect of placing the transition temperature near 0 K on these plots.
No theoretical reason exists, however, to suppose that A ^ 1.
to fit the NH^HgAsO^ data using various values of e/k,
Q/t

Q

Attempts
, and

m<
=
>
+
•. tji
+.li no
no success.
Qnpppss.
met
with

Bjorkstam also mentioned the possibility of e actually
depending upon temperature.

However, no experimental evidence exists

Figure 12
Plots for the equation

«

'

e-e/kT + 2

where e = k(200)ln2 (T = 200 K)
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to indicate that £ does vary with temperature for either ferroelectrics
or antiferroelectrics.

In addition, calculations show that £ must have

a very complicated temperature dependence for the Slater theory to fit
even the high temperature portion of the experimental data for NH^HgAsO^,
where we find a linear temperature dependence of ^ vq )^■
The Slater theory is thus not compatible with experimental
results of e qQ/h versus temperature for antiferroelectrics.

This seems

to indicate that this theory's success with ferroelectrics was fortuitous.
The only quantitative predictions of the "dynamic" theories
were for ferroelectrics. Kobayashi found a frequency dependence
j,
U)~(T-T )2 for the ferroelectric mode; Kaminow and Damens predict
ou~(T-Tc/T) 2. Although these were based on different models, both were
in accord with a Curie-Weiss law dependence of the dielectric constant
£(0) = C/(T-Tc). As seen earlier in Chapter II, Blinc and Bjorkstam
have used the relations
(v.. ) = C. .( £2 )
' lj ' t
lj'^/t
and
'

't = constant x T£.ion,z(0j

to obtain
V„ = KT/(T-T ) for ferroelectrics.
Q

(II-5)

c

Suppose one applies this formula to antiferroelectrics.

Since

this formula is based on the Curie-Weiss law, Tq represents the tempera
ture at which the dielectric constant would become infinite.

Wo accurate

data exists for dielectric constant measurements for WH^I^AsO^ or

ND^DgAsO^ to our knowledge.

However, one would expect the dielectric

constants to roughly follow those of NH^H^PO^, for which the dielectric
susceptibilities are given^ as

X = M
ls
•

*

*= ' M

+ TqfefT •

T-(-55)

and

Using the values for £c, it appears that the two arsenates
act as though they would become ferroelectric at a negative temperature.
Using such a value in equation (II-5), however, fails to produce a curve
even remotely resembling our experimental ones. This is the case even
if the trial values of Tc range from the actual transition temperatures
(NH^HgAsO^ - 216 K, ND^DgAsOj^ - 30k K) to values far below 0 K.
As stated in Chapter II, one must be careful in applying the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem to calculate the temperature dependence
of ( £2 >•
tant.

In the ferroelectric case, only the c axis mode was impor

For antiferroelectrics, the other modes become important since

the crystal achieves its antiferroelectric polarization through them.
We still believe that the dominant contribution to e comes
c
from the c axis mode, since the antiferroelectric mode is at the
Brillouin zone boundary (i.e. X ~ a) and creates no strong polarization
at wavelengths comparable to those used in measuring £c (long wavelength
limit).
One would expect, however, the contributions of the fluctua
tions to ( V ) , to be nearly an even mixture from the 2 modes. For
' zz' t

example, a point charge rigid tetrahedron calculation shows that for
small displacements from the center of the tetrahedron,

< V > t

where £

C

= C< 5 c 2 >

- 1 / 2 C < « a ?> •

<i n - 7 >

is a displacement in the c (z) direction and £

cl

displacement perpendicular to the c axis.

is the total

Therefore, one must take into

account motions in all three directions (x, y, and z) when calculating
the average electric field gradient.
It can he seen qualitatively that the proton coupling to the
As 75 motion will also affect the electric field gradient.

As a proton

approaches an oxygen atom during its vibrational motion, a slight polari
zation of the tetrahedron will result, and this oxygen will assume a
slight additional negative charge. Thus, if the arsenic atom and the
protons are strongly coupled and vibrate in phase, one would expect each
oxygen's effective charge to fluctuate in phase with the arsenic motion.
The net effect will be to reduce the contribution of this arsenic
vibrational mode to the electric field gradient.
This effect can help account for the discrepancy between
experimental results for ferroelectrics and the predictions of equation
(H-5):
VQ = KT/(T-TC).

As mentioned in Chapter II, this discrepancy can also be partially due
to lattice constraints which keep ^ £c ) ^ from growing infinitely large
as T approaches Tc»

These two factors, proton lattice coupling and lattice con
straints, also provide us with a qualitative explanation of the antiferroelectric curve shapes.

Suppose that, in the case of antiferroelectrics

( C a2 ) t = KT/(T-Tq )

(III-8)

(where Tq is the transition temperature) in analogy with ferroelectrics,
where

<Cc2 >t = k t /(t -t c).

As seen earlier, equation (III-8) would predict an amplitude which rises
to infinity as T -* T , and would not resemble the antiferroelectric
curves.
One would expect the lattice constraints to be more restrictive
perpendicular to c than along the c axis in these antiferroelectrics,
due to the hydrogen bonded arrangement of the ammonium ions. This is
supported by a neutron diffraction work on ND^D^PO^ 35 which indicates
that the magnitude of the lattice vibrations perpendicular to the c axis
do not increase to an extremely large value at T ->■ T . This effect,
along with that of proton-lattice coupling, could produce a curve which
does not peak at T , but flattens out, as found experimentally for
NH^HgAsO^.

This qualitative picture does not, however, provide a reason

why the quadrupolar coupling constant should have a linear temperature
dependence at elevated temperatures. Therefore, we have proposed a model
to fit the data quantitatively.
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Since we do not know exactly how to account for the dependence
of ec on ^

) > we shall not use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

Instead, we apply the equipartition theorem for classical harmonic
oscillators, i.e.
(E

) a ui2 (Ci2 ) = kT per mode.

(HI-9)

We do not know the actual form of the proton-coupled normal modes, hut
we do know the sum of their energies. Let us fix our attention on three
of these modes: the mode which contains the ferroelectric-like c axis
vibration (i = 3), and two other modes which contain the antiferroelectric
vibrations, one of which condenses (i = l) and one which does not (i = 2).
We can then write

V 3!2 ( h

2) +

a2w22 ( ^2 ) + a3w32 ( ^3 > = bkT

(111-10)

where the a's and the b are constants.
The frequency dependence of the antiferroelectric modes has
been found by neutron diffraction and is consistent with that predicted
for ferroelectrics by Kobayashi.

“22 ' T-To
We assume that the ferroelectric-like mode acts as though it would
condense at T , so
c
u> 2 ~ T-T .
3
c

We will further assume that one of the antiferroelectric modes (i = l)
grows as T-»T q with a dependence similar to that of a ferroelectric,
i.e.
( q 2 ) ~ T/(T - Tq ).

(111-11)

As stated previously, we know that strong lattice constraints exist
perpendicular to the c axis, so that equation (Ill-ll) will not hold
true close to T .
o
It is
as T

2

unreasonable to assume that both ( )

/2 \

and \ /

grow

-*T ,since below T , the atoms lock into position polarized along

either

thex or y directions, and not at intermediate positions. We

have no way of knowing what the exact temperature dependence of < V >
should be, but it should decrease as T -+■ T , where in this model, the
o
antiferroelectric mode (i = l) would condense.

We will therefore assume

a dependence of the form
< s22> ~ - - to .
Equation (III-10) now becomes

al'(T " T0)(T - T T + a2*(T " V

or solving for (

^ ,

2 + a3,(T ” Tc }^ 32^ = bkT’
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We saw previously that

,

- °<e=2 > - 1/2
where (

total mean square displacement perpendicular to

the c axis.

As T approaches T , (

) will increase, hut proton-

lattice coupling and lattice constraints will limit its contribution to
(.V y ,. At the same time (
will decrease.
' zz' t
' 2 '

We will therefore

assume that in the temperature range not too close to Tq , the contribu
tion of

*3*

to (v

ZZ

V
*

"C

will be a constant.

In this case,

<vzz>t = c <532 > - c'
Therefore, using equation (111-12), we obtain
[ bkt - a 'T - a '(T-T )2

<VzZ>t = C^

— I - C’’

or
AT - B(T-T
r-T )‘
!2
o_
< rOzz/t t =
aCT- ° - D*
~
T-T
c

(III-13)

Using equation (II-3),
= e« V 2h>
we obtain
A'T - B ' (T-T )2
e qQ/h = 2vQ = --- — ---- 2— - D*.

(HI-lU)
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We shall assume that as far as curve fitting is concerned,
the value of the constant D' will not he extremely critical.

Therefore

D' will he placed equal to zero, and we will expect that our curve fit
could he slightly improved hy varying its value.

If we approximate Tfi

in equation (HI-lU) hy 0 K, we obtain
e2qQ/h = ^(A'T - B'(T-Tq )2) - D'
2

= A ’ - B'T + 2 B T
o
B'T

BT
=2
T

d*

?

= E' - B ' T

where E 1 is a constant.

(111-15)

This form will give a near linear dependence

upon T at large values of T, and will approximate the hyperbolic shape
of the NH^HgAsO^ curve except at T very near T .
Figure 13 shows the experimental NH^HgAsO^ data along with a
plot of equation (III-lU) using the values A' = 9-23, B' = .0166,
T = 216 K, T = 20 K, and D1 =0.
o
c
critical.

The choice of T is not extremely
c
"

If Tc is raised 20-U0° above 0 K, the linear portion can be

fitted, hut the region near Tq becomes worse.

Thus our equation does

seem to he able to fit experimental data within the limitations set
forth in the development of this model.
It is interesting to note, that hy a choice of a negative T ,
we can fit the data rather well for ND^DgAsO^, even the slight drop in
p
e qQ/h as T -*■ T . Figure 1^ exhibits the experimental data and theore
tical curve for A' = 8.53^0, B' = .0Ul80, Tq = 30l+ K, Tc = -k5 K, and
D' = 0.

The experimental data for this compound is not quite as good as

that for WH^HgAsO^, and as stated before, only about one-half of this
drop as T

Tq is certain.

Therefore, it is possible that for this

compound, the fit in the region near Tq is closer than it appears in
Figure l^t.
It should also be noted that only three variables are used in
each of these curve fits

A', B', and T . Of these, T is rather
’
’
c
’ c

restricted in its range, since we assume it to be close to that of
NH^H^PO^ as stated earlier.
It should be noted that an equation similar to that used for
curve fitting in Figures 13 and 1^ can be derived without employing
the questionable equation (III-10).
We assume as before that there are three modes, one of which
corresponds to a ferroelectric-like mode (i = 3), and that there are two
antiferroelectric modes (i =1, 2).

We again assume that one of the anti

ferroelectric modes (i = l) condenses, and the other (i = 2) does not.
As before, we assume that
< £ 22> ~ (T - Tq).
Equation (III-ll),
(K*)

~ T/(T - Tq),

will be true only far removed from Tq . In this case, because of protonlattice coupling and lattice constraints, we will assume that the effect
of

to the quadrupolar coupling constant is roughly a constant

as the temperature is varied.
In addition, since the temperature is far removed from the
Curie temperature predicted by dielectric constant measurements, the
pure lattice vibration model can be applied for the ferroelectric-like
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Figure 13
2
75
e qQ/h versus T for As
in WH^H^AsO^
Circles represent experimental data.
Solid line is predicted by the equation
e2qQ/h =

~ B(T-Tq)2)

■where Tc = 20 K, A = 9-23, B = .0166, and Tq = 216 K.
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e qQ/h versus T for As
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Circles represent experimental data.
Solid line is predicted by the equation
e2qQ/h = ~ - ( A T - B(T-Tq )2)
c
where T c = -1+5 K, A = 8.531*0, B = .01+180
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mode, and

( z 3 ) ~ T/(T-Tc),
Then, from the condition

= c( C >

- (1/2)C<£ 2 >,

we obtain
< VZs>t = T ^ - - B - C<T-T0)or
/y \ =
_ B' - CT
' zz't
T-Tc
°
Again using equation (II-3),

VQ

eQVkk/,2h’

we obtain
h

T-Tc

- B" - C'T,

(HI-16)

which we compare with equation (HI-lU) with the condition D 1 =0,
e2qQ _ A'T - B'(T-T0 )2
h
ij>_t
c
A curve fitting program was employed using an IBM 360 computer
for both of the above equations. Each equation was fitted to both the
WH^HgAsO^ and the ND^DgAsO^ experimental data.

2
The X values of these

fits show that both equations are approximately equally successful in
fitting the data.

6l

We therefore conclude first of all, that the Slater model does
not represent an accurate picture of ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics.
This model assumes very strong "correlation" forces, which are equivalent
to extreme proton-lattice coupling.
inherent in this model.

However, no effect of motion is

We believe that equation (II-6),
6
< v . .>
' 1J

=

/ x
5 v. ■ ■

*

m 1J

is thus very questionable, in which Blinc and Bjorkstam assumethat
the time average of an electric field gradient can be replaced by an
ensemble average.

The Slater model seems to predict the correct results

for ferroelectrics, but definitely does not for antiferroelectrics.
A more realistic approach is to modify the "pure" lattice
vibration model for (l) lattice constraints, and (2) increasing protonlattice interaction as the temperature approaches the transition point.
It was seen that this model could qualitatively account for the shape
of ferroelectric as well as antiferroelectric curves.
Last of all, what are the significancies of our quantitative
models? Although the largest amount of arsenic motion in an antiferro
electric is perpendicular to the c axis, we have assumed in the first
model that its effect on ( Vzz) ^ is nearly constant as the transition
point is approached.

This is partly due to the two factors mentioned

in the previous paragraph.

The change in (v ) ,, and therefore in
' zz *c

the quadrupolar coupling constant as the temperature changes, is then
due to a

secondary effect on the arsenic motion

along thec axis.

In our second model, we do not assume that the three modes
are "coupled" through equation (111-10).

The effect on

^

of
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the antiferroelectric mode which condenses (i = l) is assumed to he a
constant as the temperature varies.

The change in

an(^ there

fore in the quadrupole coupling constant as the temperature changes, is
due to modes 2 and 3 in this case.
Our data does not prove either of our models to he the correct
one, hut these models, within their limitations, represent the most
realistic approaches to explain the present data.
A detailed neutron diffraction analysis of the large number of
parameters in an antiferroelectric such as NH^H^AsO^ is extremely compli
cated and has not yet been attempted.

However, this seems to he the only

possible way at present to conclusively analyze the complicated motions
in such a compound.

IV.

Investigations of High Temperature Transitions

Several high temperature transitions have been reported in
ferroelectric crystals.

Early evidence for a phase transition in KH^PO^

and KD^PO^ was produced when the crystals shattered and became opaque.
The transitions and corresponding changes in IR spectra and dielectric
constants for both of these compounds have been investigated by Grinberg
and Levin

kl
Additional work was done by R. Blinc et_ al. on the KH^PO^

transition.

This work includes thermogravimetric analysis, differential

thermal analysis, proton spin-lattice relaxation times, x-ray, quasi
elastic neutron scattering, infrared spectra, and proton line width
measurements.

In this work the authors postulate that the KH^PO^

transition is not connected with a static breaking up of the hydrogenbond network, but with the onset of disordered hindered rotation of the
H^PO^ groups around all three crystal axes.
Further work by Blinc et_ al. on the transition in RbH^PO^

kg

suggest that it involves a change from the ordinary tetragonal structure
to a metastable monoclinic form above 86°C.
R. Blinc and D. Hadzi have also indicated the possibility of
high temperature phase transitions existing in RbH^AsO^, CsH^AsO^, and
m

W

V
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We have undertaken investigations of all of the compounds
mentioned above, hoping to shed more light on the true nature of their
transitions.

Since the conclusion drawn by Blinc

1+8

involving this compound

seems open to question and also seems incompatible with the conclusions
for RbHgPO^, we decided to repeat its proton line width measurements.
Blinc's room temperature line width is 2.2 gauss, starts to
narrow above 70°C, and drops to about 1.6 gauss around l60°C.

Above

this temperature a sharp line width transition sets in, and it reduces
to about .2 gauss.
We performed line width measurements with powdered KH^PO^
first at room temperature.

The compound seems to be very difficult to

keep completely dry in powdered form.

Even powder heated to ll+0°C and

stored in a dessicator showed evidence of water in the room temperature
spectra.

Due to the ease of saturation of the proton line and our

small filling factor (powder inside dewar for heating), a modulation
of .9-1.9 guass peak to peak had to be used in order to observe the
line.

We found that if the rf intensity was within about 1/10 of the

saturation value, the large modulation would "blend" the water line into
the wide proton line in such a way that the resulting, rounded line is
narrower than the wide proton line but could be mistaken for it.
The powder was heated in the dewar to about 105°C for about
one hour and allowed to cool to room temperature.

Using a long inte

grating time constant and long sweep times were were able to obtain
a line of sufficient magnitude with an rf intensity of about 1/15 of
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the saturation value and a .9 gauss modulation.
about k.2 gauss.

Its width measures

This is about what would be expected since KHgPO^

crystals give a width of approximately 1+.U gauss.^

However, this pro

duces questions regarding Blinc's work on this compound, since he states
the room temperature width to be 2.2 gauss.
We heated our sample slowly, taking line width measurements
about every 20° up to about lU0°C.

If the sample was heated slowly

giving the water time to escape from the powder, at 100°C and above it
is difficult to obtain anything but a measurement of k.2-k.k gauss.

We

therefore conclude that Blinc's line width measurements were made with
a wet sample being heated rapidly, and perhaps with too high an rf
intensity.
As the powder is heated above lU0°C its proton line appears to
round out and effectively become narrower.

However, if long time con

stants, long sweeps, and .9 gauss modulation are used, we see that the
wide proton line does not narrow this much, but a weak narrow line
(with the width of the modulation) gradually begins to appear.

Figure 15

shows a line made at a temperature of l82°C— which is above the transi
tion point, 17U°C.
in intensity.

Further heating causes the narrow line to increase

Its width is actually the modulation width, but it appears

to have a broad base somewhat resembling a Lorentzian.

Its intensity

and its broadened base completely cover up any wide proton line if it is
still there.

This line is shown in Figure l6.

Figure 15 would seem to indicate that the wide proton line
does exist above 175°C.

However thermocouple measurements indicate that

a temperature gradient perhaps as great as lU°C exists between the top

Figure 15
Proton line from KH^PO^ powder at
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Figure l6
Lorentzian like line recorded for protons in KH^PO^
at temperatures above its high temperature transition.
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and the bottom of the powder.

Therefore the experiment was repeated

with the thermocouple embedded in very small crystals of KHgPO^, one
grown in the normal procedure and another grown in silica gel.
Line width measurements of the crystals at room temperature
showed extremely little of the narrow line component to be present.
This small amount was probably due to a little water occluded to the
outside of the crystals.

In each case this disappeared as the temperature

approached 100°C.
The crystal grown by the normal procedure behaved
i- very similarly to the powder.
seemed to narrow.

Above 125° the line became more rounded and

However at 155° it produced a line with a flat peak

suggesting an outer peak distance of b.2 gauss and an inner peak dis
tance of the modulation width.

The line then rounded and produced a

peak of 2.95 gauss at 166° and l.Ul gauss at l69°C.

At 179° the line

had a width of about .6 gauss; at 19^°, *18 gauss.

The fact that the

narrow line width is not the same at 179° and 19^° suggests that it is
52
not caused by water production as we first suspected , but by rapid
proton motion.
The crystal grown from the gel (.7 cm. x .7 cm. x .8 cm.)
began to show a huge narrow line at about 109°C.

Despite the magni

tude of this line, it did not seem to have the broad base mentioned
before and the wide proton line could be detected at l63°C.

Some evi

dence of the wide line remained at 172.6° but we were unable to determine
its width accurately.
be seen.

However, at 175°C, only the broad base line could

When the crystal was cooled and examined, all of it except the

upper 20 percent had turned opaque, this 20 percent remaining perfectly

clear except for a few fractures.

The opaque portion had a white color

and when broken appeared glassy, almost like marble.
The large narrow line formed above 109° in the gel grown
crystal can only be due to water.

No reason can be given at present for

the production of such a quantity of water other than the inclusion of
some of the silica gel into the KHgPO^ lattice.

The fact that the broad

base line appears at 175° suggests that at this temperature and above,
the protons are moving rapidly enough through the crystal to produce
motional narrowing.

Our results, therefore, do not dispute Blinc's

suggestion that the K^PO^ groups are rotating about all three axes in
this temperature range.
The exact width of the wide proton line is somewhat question
able in the region lU5-170°C due to temperature gradient effects and a
poor signal to noise ratio.

However, the results with the two crystals

do seem to indicate that the line has narrowed somewhat compared to
room temperature.

Figure 17 compares our results with those of Blinc.

This illustrates that our narrowing in this region is considerably less
than he observed, and that our transition is considerably sharper than
his.
He postualtes that below the phase transition some "hot" HgPO^
groups undergo hindered rotation about one axis, and about all three
axes above the transition.

Thus our results below the transition do

not disprove his speculation, but perhaps make it more questionable.

Figure 17
AH/CAlOgQ Op for protons in KHgPO^
this work and Blinc's results.
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Ubbelohde and Woodward long ago grew crystals of KDgPO^ and
identified their structures by x-rays. 53

They grew small crystals pre

sumably rather rapidly from supersaturated solutions, and state that
the predominant crystal form was monoclinic, but that tetragonal crystals
could be grown.

They also indicate that the monoclinic crystals begin

to break down internally after a few months, with powder rings evident
in their x-rays.
In growing our seed crystals, we slowly evaporated a saturated
solution of KHgPO^ in D^O and obtained all tetragonal crystals except
for one rather shapeless crystal.

It therefore seems somewhat likely

that tetragonal crystals are the stable form at room temperature, and
monoclinic are stable at higher temperature.
If a

relatively large (a cube about .b cm. on each edge)

crystal of KD^PO^ is heated slowly, fractures begin to appear at about
T0°C, with the

crystal forming more fractures as heating continues. At

about 130°C the entire crystal becomes opaque

and closely resemblesthe

KH^PO^ crystal after being heated through its transition point.

Small

crystals when heated up to 1^5°C show no effect and therefore seem to
be able to withstand the strain produced by whatever rearrangement
takes place internally.
The shapeless crystal also did not undergo any change when
heated to lU5°C, but its size could have been too small to show any
effect.

This crystal did, however, become very cloudy internally after

a few months, and therefore showed indications of being monoclinic.

We
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tried to observe the deuterium splittings in this crystal, but could
not.
We next observed the deuterium splittings in a tetragonal
KDgPO^ crystal at room temperature. The data agreed well with previously
reported results.

5U

o
The crystal was heated slowly to 70 C and kept at

this temperature for 2 hours. No change in the splittings was observed
at the beginning of this time, but after the 2 hours had elapsed the
intensity of each line had been reduced to about one-half its original
value.

As the temperature was slowly raised above 70°C the lines'

intensity diminished, and at 130°C no lines could be detected.

Also,

throughout the heating, there was no evidence of any new lines. After
cooling, the material appeared white, opaque, and glossy as before.

Thus

it would seem that if this transition does entail a change in crystal
structure, perhaps from tetragonal to monoclinic, the simultaneous in
ternal fragmentation is complete enough w leave only very small crystal
lites with varying orientations.

HbHgPO^
This compound, like KDgPO^, shows a transition at a temperature
far below its decomposition point, and therefore does not present the
I4Q
difficulties encountered with KHgPO^. Blinc
observed the temperature
Of7
dependence of the second-order quadrupole shift of the Rb
magnetic
resonance 1/2

-1/2 transition for c J_Hq . However at the transition

point, 86°C, the crystal broke and the R b ^ signal was lost.

X-rays of

crystals kept at 110°C for 40 days produced powder rings and were un
suitable for structure determination.

However, x-ray scattering from
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powder and IR data seem to indicate that the transition is one from
the tetragonal structure to a metastahle monoclinic form above 86°C.
Our only experiment involving this compound was measuring the
proton line width against temperature for the powder.

The broad proton

line found at room temperature remained well above 86°C with no hint of
a narrow line being formed.
KbH^AsO^
As in the case of RbH^PO^, we measured the proton line width
versus temperature for this compound using a powder.

Ro line width

change was observed up to about 129°C where a narrow line appeared.
However, the wide proton line could still be detected and was observable
up to about 175°C, where the narrow line seemed to develop a broad base
and completely obscured the wide proton line, just as happened for KHgPO^.
We were informed that we could expect two transitions in this
compound, one at 155° and another at l80°C.'^
admittedly

Our proton lines, although

poor, indicate that there might be a transition much like

that of KH^PO^ around 175-l80°C, but produce no evidence of any transi
tion at 155°C.

Buying a RbH^AsO^ crystal to study the R b ^ and As^^

resonances was ruled out in view of Blinc's experience with RbH^PO^
and our results with a Cs^AsO^ crystal.

CsHgAsO^
We were informed^ that this compound showed an NMR transi
tion at 120°C and three more transitions, at 156°C, 178°C, and 190°C,
with decomposition occuring at 270°C.

A small amount of CsH^AsO^ powder was heated and a narrow
proton line could he detected as low as 109°C.

Above lll° this line

became very intense.
Next a crystal of CsHgAsO^ was studied.

The first experiment

involving this crystal was the observation of the Cs133 resonance at
room temperature.

133
Since the Cs
nucleus has a nuclear spin, I = 7/2,

and a small quadrupole moment, one might expect to see seven equally
spaced lines which would be predicted by first-order perturbation effects.
The center 1/2 -* -1/2 line appeared strongest, with the intensity de
creasing as a line was displaced a greater distance from the center.
The spacing between each line is about 23 - 25 gauss.

Only six of the

seven lines could be observed; the end line at low field did not appear
probably due to its low intensity and the small filling factor of our
sample.

Our crystal was oriented with c _L Hq and rotating of the crystal

about its c axis gave the same results in all directions, so that n = 0 .
All of these results essentially agree with previous work.
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The As 75 resonance was also observed at room temperature.

As

shown previously for the case 1 = 3/2 and c JLHo , the shift of the
1/2 -»■ -1/2 transition, Av2
'g

1 , from its unperturbed Lamor frequency,
—2

VT , is given by

Substitution into this formula produced a value of 5-1 MHz at room
temperature for the As75 quadrupole coupling constant, e2qQ/h.
rr £-/T
also in good agreement with work previously done. ’

This is

75

The CsHgAsO^ crystal was next heated slowly in our dewar.

No

difficulty was encountered in observing the A s ^ resonance up to 109°C,
where extra noise became prominent.

Above 120°C rapid rf balance drifts

caused great difficulty, and the accuracy of measurements made in this
region is doubtful.

After the temperature had passed 152°C, no A s ^

resonance could be detected.
Figure 18 shows a plot of the As75 quadrupolar coupling constant
from 152.it K to ^25.2 K (152°C).

The portion of this plot up to room

temperature was extracted from a plot in Blinc1s work on RbH^PO^ and
IT
CsHgAsO^.
The remaining part above room temperature is our work. Our
results show a very linear temperature dependence, but when the plot is
viewed altogether, there seems to be a slight inflection point in the
region from room temperature to 50°C.

This might be due to abnormal

atomic motion occuring as the temperature approaches 109°C, where we
believe slow decomposition begins.
The Cs1^ resonance was also observed at about 86°C and ex
hibited essentially no change from that at room temperature.

We looked

for it after the A s ^ resonance had disappeared at a temperature of l60°,
and found a narrow and very intense line.

This would seem to indicate

that the structure had broken up in this compound, certainly that the
Cs133 atoms were undergoing rapid motion.
only one very broad Cs line could be seen.

On cooling to room temperature,
On examination, we found

that the crystal had turned opaque, white, and resembled the KD^PO^
heated through its transition point.
All of our evidence, therefore, seems to point to decomposition
of the crystal starting at 109°C.

We can give no explanation for the

Figure 18
2

e qQ/h versus T for As
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in CsH2AsO^

this work and Blinc's results.
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discrepancy between this result and the four reported transitions men
tioned earlier other than the possibility of rapid heating effects
being interpreted as transitions at 156°, 178°, and 190°C.

The NMR

transition at 120°C must be the proton line width narrowing we saw at
109°C which is caused by decomposition of the crystal.

We were not informed of any definite transition temperatures
for this compound, only that the possibility of a high temperature
transition existed.
The proton line was first observed for

powder which

was found to be rather wet, the water producing a narrow line.

The

wide proton line was approximately 5-5 gauss and rounded off very slowly.
When the sample was heated past 100°C, the water seemed to come off
slowly.

At lb2° the wide line had apparently narrowed to about U.h

gauss and the narrow line seemed to increase slightly in intensity.
By the time the temperature had reached 172°C a huge narrow line
appeared.
It was decided that more information could be obtained from
a dry crystal, especially if it were oriented so as to give the characteristic double peak of WH^HgPO^. 19

A crystal was oriented with one

of its a axes along the magnetic field, and we found the closer peaks
to have about 2.2 gauss separation, and the far peaks about 6.7 gauss
separation.

At approximately 100° the two peaks on each side of the

line's center seemed to fill in the gap between them, producing a rather
smooth line, but with the outside peaks still higher.

This can be seen

in Figure 19-

By 119° this had changed into a slowly rounding line of

about 3.5 gauss, and a slight hint of a narrow line appeared.

The

temperature was lowered and the crystal checked; no darkening or frac
tures appeared.
The crystal was reheated; at l4U° the wide line measured 2.h
gauss and an easily detectable narrow line appeared.

However, this width

of the wide line might not be significant since the crystal was reoriented
and the width measurements at room temperatlire are not very reliable in
this case

1.7 and 7«0 gauss.

temperature and checked.

The crystal was again cooled to room

No darkening or fractures were visible after

heating to llV3, but some melt appeared on the bottom of the crystal.
The crystal was again heated.

The narrow line continued to

grow in intensity as the temperature rose above 1^°C.

When the tem

perature reached 17^° a huge narrow line appeared as in the case of the
powder.

On cooling to room temperature, we found that the bottom of

the crystal resembled very thick syrup, and produced a line at least as
narrow as .1 gauss.

However the remainder of the crystal exhibited no

darkening or fractures as KH^PO^ and KD^PO^ did.
The phosphorus resonance was also observed for NH^H^PO^ at
15.5 MHz.

At room temperature it seems to saturate at about the same rf

intensity as protons.

The sample was heated and a slight hint of narrow

ing occurred at 171°, with a fairly strong narrow line at 17U°C.
Thus, there seems to be evidence of rapid proton motion in
NH^H^PO^ at temperatures below its melting point, but the absence of
darkening or fractures would indicate the lack of a transition such as
occurs in KH^PO^, KD^PO^, or RbH^PO^.

Figure 19
Proton lines for NH^H^PO^ at various temperatures.
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Studies on NH^H^PO^ indicate that its dielectric constant
and electro-optic response increase anomolously as its temperature is
raised above 90°C until melting of the crystal occurs. ^

This has been

interpreted as due to the reaction

+ HgPO^- + NH3 + H3P0^ .58

This is compatable with our results; the slight narrowing in proton
line width that occurs at 100 - 120°C would seem to be due to increased
motion of the protons that in turn probably initiates this reaction.
The extremely narrow line which occurs at higher temperatures should
be due to the presence of melt and perhaps also to ^PO^

some extent.

Our results, therefore seem to indicate that only two compounds,
RbHgPO^ and KD^PO^, definitely undergo high temperature transitions.

In

each case, this transition is very likely from a tetragonal to a mono
clinic crystal form.

However, no conclusive evidence exists for either

compound.
All of the remaining compounds— KH^PO^, RbHgAsO^, CsHgAsO^,
and NH^H^PO^ — exhibit proton line width narrowing below their decom
position or melting points.

In the case of CsH^AsO^, this is probably

due to slow decomposition of the crystal at a lower temperature than
previously noted.

The rather abrupt change in proton line width at

about 175°C for KH^PO^ and RbH^AsO^ has not been adequately explained
at present.

V.

Instrumentation and Sample Preparation

Electronic Instrumentation
A "block diagram of the equipment employed is shown in
Figure 20.

The spectrometer used for observation of the various NMR

lines was a commercial Varian 8-l6 MHz. cross-coil spectrometer.

Such

a cross-coil unit (l) allows observation of either the absorption or
dispersion signal, (2) is capable of producing a large amount of rf
power, and (3) is relatively stable, producing a good signal to noise
ratio.

The quadrupole interaction of the As 75 nuclei provides a very

effective relaxation mechanism, and the high power output of the
spectrometer could be utilized without saturation effects.

However,

no advantage was realized for the proton and phosphorus nuclei since
both saturate easily and low power had to be used.
The transmitter, detector, and amplifier is an integral
unit which was designed and built by D. R. Torgeson.

This device

probably equals or exceeds any commercial units available at the time
of the experiments.
Temperature Control
Each sample requiring heating or cooling was insulated from
the spectrometer by a commercial thin wall blow through type dewar.
Heating was accomplished by blowing air over an electrically heated
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Figure 20
Diagram of Equipment
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coil and then over the sample.

The sample was cooled by the gas

resulting from boiling liquid nitrogen.

The boiling rate of the

nitrogen, and therefore the cooling rate of the sample was controlled
by an electric heater immersed in the nitrogen.

Throughout the experi

ment the temperature was measured by a copper-constantan thermocouple
and could be regulated to ±.5°C in the range 216-373 K.
Sample Preparation
1.

ND^D^AsO^ Paraelectric Crystals

A quantity of NH^H^AsO^ was dissolved in D^O and the solution
evaporated to near dryness at about 95°C.

After repeating the process

with the resulting solid, enough D^O was added to produce a saturated
solution at about 50°C.

This solution was then”placed in a sealed

container in a temperature regulated water bath, and the temperature
gradually lowered (about 1/2°C per day).

The first crystal appeared

and grew rather suddenly, indicating that the solution had become super
saturated.

It was irregularly shaped and not very clear.

However, an

As 75 line was obtained and the direction of the c axis could be deter
mined by NMR.

Its transition temperature was 31°C as found by NMR,

and it was therefore concluded that it must be very close to 100$
n d ud 2a s o 4

.
After the removal of this crystal and all but one small

crystal from the solution, it was found that a fairly large, clear,
and regularly shaped crystal could be grown.

The As

75

line position

of this crystal agreed very well with that of the crystal grown from
the supersaturated solution.

2.

ND^DgAsO^ Antiferroelectric Crystals

The temperature of the water hath was next lowered to 30°C
and allowed to remain for a while. The sealed container was opened
and all hut a few very tiny crystals were removed.

Upon lowering

the hath slowly to room temperature (about 25°C), a small but well
shaped crystal was grown in the antiferroelectric state.
Additional antiferroelectric crystals were grown in the
following manner.

A solution of ND^D^AsO^ in D20 was prepared by

repeated solution and evaporation as described earlier.

The final

solution was placed in a dessicator along with a small beaker about
one half full of CaClg.

The dessicator was allowed to set for about

week, during which time the CaCl^ absorbed enough of the DgO to grow
ND^D^AsO^ crystal.

Two such crystals were grown in this manner— one

considerably larger than that grown in the temperature bath.

However

the crystal grown in the bath was more nearly perfect than these two.
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